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ABSTRACT

Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) are involved in precursor ribosomal RNA (pre-rRNA) processing and rRNA base
modification (2 9-O-ribose methylation and pseudouridylation). In all eukaryotes, certain snoRNAs (e.g., U3) are tran-
scribed from classical promoters. In vertebrates, the majority are encoded in introns of protein-coding genes, and are
released by exonucleolytic cleavage of linearized intron lariats. In contrast, in maize and yeast, nonintronic snoRNA
gene clusters are transcribed as polycistronic pre-snoRNA transcripts from which individual snoRNAs are processed.
In this article, 43 clusters of snoRNA genes, an intronic snoRNA, and 10 single genes have been identified by cloning
and by computer searches, giving a total of 136 snoRNA gene copies of 71 different snoRNA genes. Of these, 31
represent snoRNA genes novel to plants. A cluster of four U14 snoRNA genes and two clusters containing five
different snoRNA genes ( U31, snoR4 , U33, U51, and snoR5 ) from Arabidopsis have been isolated and characterized.
Of these genes, snoR4 is a novel box C/D snoRNA that has the potential to base pair with the 3 9 end of 5.8S rRNA and
snoR5 is a box H/ACA snoRNA gene. In addition, 42 putative sites of 2 9-O-ribose methylation in plant 5.8S, 18S, and
25S rRNAs have been mapped by primer extension analysis, including eight sites novel to plant rRNAs. The results
clearly show that, in plants, the most common gene organization is polycistronic and that over a third of predicted and
mapped methylation sites are novel to plant rRNAs. The variation in this organization among gene clusters highlights
mechanisms of snoRNA evolution.
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INTRODUCTION

Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) transcription, processing, and
ribosome assembly occur in the nucleolus+ Cleavage
and modification of precursor rRNA (pre-rRNA) are cat-
alyzed by trans-acting factors including small nucleolar
ribonucleoprotein particles (snoRNPs)+ Small nucleolar
RNAs (snoRNAs) are the RNA component of snoRNPs+
Some snoRNAs, including the most abundant, U3 and
U14, are required for processing of the pre-rRNA into
18S, 5+8S, and 28S rRNA subunits (Maxwell & Fournier,
1995; Venema & Tollervey, 1999)+ However, the major-
ity of snoRNAs are involved in 29-O-ribose methylation
and pseudouridylation modification of rRNAs+ In higher
eukaryotes, there are around 100 of each type of mod-

ification+ All of the snoRNAs characterized to date, with
the exception of RNase MRP, fall into two major classes:
box C/D and box H/ACA snoRNAs (Maxwell & Fournier,
1995; Balakin et al+, 1996; Weinstein & Steitz, 1999;
Bachellerie et al+, 2000)+ The box C/D snoRNAs are
characterized by well-conserved boxes C (AUGAUGA)
and D (CUGA) near their 59 and 39 ends, imperfect
internal copies of these features (boxes C9 and D9), a
short terminal stem (3–8 nt), and most importantly, one
or two internal sequences (10–21 nt) with complemen-
tarity to rRNAs (Maxwell & Fournier, 1995, Balakin et al+,
1996; Bachellerie & Cavaillé, 1997;Weinstein & Steitz,
1999; Lowe & Eddy, 1999; Bachellerie et al+, 2000)+
The regions of complementarity act as guides for site-
specific 29-O-ribose methylation of rRNAs (Cavaillé
et al+, 1996; Kiss-László et al+, 1996, 1998; Nicoloso
et al+, 1996; Cavaillé & Bachellerie, 1998)+ Box H/ACA
snoRNAs are characterized by the presence of stem-
loop structures in the 59 and 39 halves of the molecules,
the conserved box H sequence (ANANNA) between
the two stem-loops, and the box ACA (ACANNN) at the
39 end (Balakin et al+, 1996;Ganot et al+, 1997a)+ These
snoRNAs are involved in pseudouridylation of rRNAs
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(Ganot et al+, 1997b; Ni et al+, 1997; Bortolin et al+,
1999)+

The majority of rRNA modification sites have been
mapped to specific nucleotide positions for a number of
eukaryotes, including human, Xenopus, mouse, and
the yeast Saccharomyces (Maden, 1990; Ofengand &
Fournier, 1998)+Yeast contain about half as many rRNA
modification sites compared to mammals, though the
majority of these are conserved at precisely the same
positions as mammalian modifications (Maden, 1990;
Ofengand & Fournier, 1998)+ Across phyla, conserved
sites are guided by snoRNAs that are usually similar
only in their box features and complementary sequence+
Virtually all of the box C/D snoRNAs that determine the
55 29-O-ribose methylation sites in yeast rRNAs (Lowe
& Eddy, 1999; Samarsky & Fournier, 1999) and .60
human box C/D snoRNAs have been identified (Kiss-
László et al+, 1996;Nicoloso et al+, 1996; Smith & Steitz,
1998)+ Ribose methylation sites and cognate snoRNAs
have also been characterized in trypanosomes (Dun-
bar et al+, 2000) and archae (Gaspin et al+, 2000; Omer
et al+, 2000)+ The number of conserved modification
sites declines with evolutionary distance, with only a
small handful of methylation sites conserved between
eukaryotes and Archae+ However, for all species ex-
amined, the mechanism appears to be well conserved:
within the snoRNA/target RNA duplex, the target of
methylation is invariably paired to the fifth nucleotide
upstream of the D or D9 sequences+ Information on
plant rRNA methylation sites comes from early bio-
chemical analyses comparing the methylation profiles
of plant and animal rRNAs by determining the compo-
sition of alkali-resistant di- and trinucleotides (Lane,
1965; Lau et al+, 1974)+ Differences were observed,
particularly in the higher number of alkali-resistant tri-
nucleotides in plant 25S rRNA+Recently, the first methyl-
ation sites to be mapped in plants were reported
(Barneche et al+, 2000; Qu et al+, 2001)+

Different modes of expression of snoRNAs are uti-
lized among eukaryotes+ Vertebrates, plants, and yeast
all contain snoRNAs that are transcribed from their own
promoters (e+g+, U3 and RNase MRP)+ However, the
majority of vertebrate snoRNAs and seven yeast
snoRNAs are encoded within introns of protein-coding
genes+ In mammals, there are several examples of “host”
genes that harbor snoRNAs in multiple introns; when
spliced, the host mRNAs contain multiple stop codons
and are rapidly degraded, indicating they do not code
for proteins (Tycowski et al+, 1996, Bortolin & Kiss, 1998;
Pelczar & Filipowicz, 1998; Smith & Steitz, 1998; Ty-
cowski & Steitz, 2001)+ The third mode of expression of
snoRNAs is within polycistronic arrays of genes+ The
first example of such an organization was the dicis-
tronic snR190/U14 genes in yeast+ The genes are
transcribed together and subsequently processed
(Chanfreau et al+, 1998b; Petfalski et al+, 1998)+ Yeast
is now known to contain a total of five polycistronic

snoRNA gene arrangements: two dicistrons, two tricis-
trons, and a heptacistron (Lowe & Eddy, 1999; Qu
et al+, 1999; Samarsky & Fournier, 1999)+ Polycistronic
snoRNAs have also been found in trypanosomes (Dun-
bar et al+, 2000)+ Polycistronic organization and tran-
scription in plants was demonstrated initially for U14
genes in maize, barley, and potato (Leader et al+, 1994)+
Detailed analysis of U14 gene clusters in maize found
additional box C/D and box H/ACA snoRNA genes both
upstream and downstream of the U14 genes, forming
gene clusters containing five and seven snoRNAs that
are expressed polycistronically from upstream promot-
ers (Leader et al+, 1997)+ In addition to nonintronic poly-
cistrons, a cluster of six snoRNAs have been detected
in the intron of a rice heat shock protein gene, hsp70
(Qu et al+, 1997), and two snoRNAs were found within
a single intron of fibrillarin genes in Arabidopsis
(Barneche et al+, 2000)+ More recently, a computer-
assisted search of the Arabidopsis genome sequence
identified 10 gene clusters containing 15 different
snoRNA gene types, suggesting that polycistronic orga-
nization is the most common in plants (Qu et al+, 2001)+

The different gene organizations seen in eukaryotes
reflect different processing pathways used to produce
mature snoRNAs from precursor snoRNA transcripts+
In vertebrates and yeast, at most one snoRNA is en-
coded in any particular intron, consistent with largely
splicing-dependent processing by exonucleases from
linearized, debranched intron lariats (Kiss & Filipowicz,
1995; Cavaillé & Bachellerie, 1996; Ooi et al+, 1998;
Petfalski et al+, 1998)+ However, there are examples of
snoRNAs that appear to be processed independently
of splicing: U16 and U18 in Xenopus and U18 in yeast
(Caffarelli et al+, 1996; Villa et al+, 1998)+ The intronic
polycistron found in the intron of rice hsp70 is in con-
trast to the one-snoRNA-per-intron organization of ver-
tebrates and yeast+ However, successful processing of
single and multiple U14 snoRNAs from both intronic
and nonintronic constructs demonstrated that process-
ing of those plant snoRNAs studied to date is splicing
independent (Leader et al+, 1997, 1999)+ Processing of
yeast di- and polycistronic pre-snoRNAs involves RNase
III, which cuts in duplex RNA formed between the
snoRNAs (Chanfreau et al+, 1998a, 1998b; Qu et al+,
1999)+ Trimming of the 59 and 39 flanking sequences
involves the 59 r 39 exonucleases, Xrn1p and Rat1p,
and the 39 r 59 exonuclease, Rrp6p (Petfalski et al+,
1998; Qu et al+, 1999; Venema & Tollervey, 1999)+ Al-
though plant RNase III and Xrn1 orthologs have been
identified in Arabidopsis (Kastenmayer & Green, 2000),
their role in pre-snoRNA processing has not yet been
defined+

The aims of this research were to determine how
widespread snoRNA gene clustering is in plants, to
identify novel plant snoRNAs and to examine the major
differences in organization between plant snoRNAs
genes and those of yeast and vertebrates+ To this
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end, we have isolated gene clusters from Arabidopsis
by genomic library screening, and have identified
other individual snoRNA genes and gene clusters by
computer-based screens+ In this article, we describe
the molecular characterization of cloned Arabidopsis
snoRNA gene clusters encoding U14 snoRNAs and
genes related to the rice hsp70 intronic cluster+ In ad-
dition, we describe other gene clusters identified by
computer searches and relate these to mapping of 29-
O-ribose methylation sites+Many of the identified genes
are present in more than one copy and gene variants
can differ substantially+ The evolution of snoRNA gene
organization in plants is discussed on the basis of the
genomic organization of the Arabidopsis snoRNA gene
clusters, and differences in organization and location of
related genes in different plant species+

RESULTS

Isolation and characterization of
Arabidopsis U14- and U51-containing
genomic clones

Following screening of an Arabidopsis genomic library,
two U14 clones and one U51 clone were plaque puri-
fied, the phage DNA characterized, and hybridizing frag-
ments cloned and completely sequenced+ Sequencing
of lAtU14+1 and lAtU14+3 showed them to be identical
and to contain a cluster of four U14 genes (Fig+ 1A)+
The four genes were contained in approximately 800
bp+ All of the U14 genes contained box C and D se-
quences, terminal stems of varying sequence and
length, and sequences complementary to 18S rRNA,
one of which specifies methylation at Cm416 (Fig+ 2A)+

Two further gene clusters, each containing variants
of five different snoRNA genes (U31, snoR4, U33, U51,

and snoR5 ) were isolated+ Each cluster contained four
box C/D snoRNA genes and one box H/ACA snoRNA
gene (snoR5 ) and are linked, lying around 7+8 kb apart
(Fig+ 1B)+ U33, U51, and snoR5 are the Arabidopsis
homologs of the genes C, D, and F first identified in the
rice hsp70 cluster (Fig+ 1C; Qu et al+, 1997)+ Three of
the box C/D snoRNAs have regions of complementar-
ity to 18S or 25S rRNAs related to vertebrate U31,
U33, and U51 (Fig+ 2A)+ These snoRNAs would deter-
mine ribose methylation at Gm 2610 (25S), Um 1270
(18S), and Am 814 (25S), respectively, in Arabidopsis+
SnoR5 is a box H/ACA snoRNA with two pseudourid-
ylation pockets that would determine pseudouridylation
at two sites in 18S rRNA (C 1000 and C 1118), both
conserved in human and yeast 18S+ SnoR5 is related
to yeast snR31 in guiding modification at an equivalent
position-C 998 (yeast) and C 1000 (Arabidopsis)+How-
ever, the former is determined by the 39 loop of snR31
but the latter by the 59 loop of snoR5 (Fig+ 2B)+

SnoR4 is a novel snoRNA with a region complemen-
tary to the 39 end of 5+8S rRNA that potentially could
guide methylation at position 155 in 5+85 rRNA (Fig+ 3A)+
However, it is known that this site is unmethylated (Lau
et al+, 1974)+ The region of complementarity covers the
39 end of 5+8S rRNA, and overlaps the region of 5+8S
rRNA that base pairs with the 59 end of 25S rRNA
(Fig+ 3A,B)+ The formation of this ITS2-proximal stem is
essential for pre-rRNA processing in yeast (Peculis &
Greer, 1998; Côté & Peculis, 2001), suggesting that
snoR4 may have a different role in pre-rRNA processing+

Expression of cloned snoRNAs
in Arabidopsis

Although three of the box C/D snoRNAs are functional
homologs of vertebrate snoRNAs, snoR4 is unique to

FIGURE 1. Organization of cloned plant
snoRNA gene clusters+ Schematic represen-
tation of the genomic organization of char-
acterized gene clusters+ A: Arabidopsis U14
gene clusters+ B: Arabidopsis U51-containing
clusters+C:Rice intronic U51-containing clus-
ters+ Genes are shown by variously shaded
boxes; exons in OsU51+1 hsp70 are repre-
sented by large open boxes (not to scale);
intergenic sequences are given and the
lengths of genes are given with the length
minus terminal stems in brackets+ The chro-
mosomal location and GenBank accession
number are given for Arabidopsis gene
clusters+
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plants and does not appear to be involved in methyl-
ation+ To demonstrate that snoR4 is an expressed gene,
expression of all four box C/D snoRNAs was inves-
tigated by RNase A/T1 protection mapping (Fig+ 4)+
Radiolabeled, gene-specific, antisense probes were pro-
duced for each of the genes of the upstream cluster,
hybridized to Arabidopsis total leaf RNA and treated
with RNase A/T1+ All four gene probes protected prod-
ucts of the size expected for full-length protection prod-
ucts: U31: 87–92 nt (Fig+ 4, lane 1), snoR4: 77–81 nt
(Fig+ 4, lane 2), U33: 80–84 nt (Fig+ 4, lane 3), and U51:
82–83 nt (Fig+ 4, lane 4)+ Within the limitations of the
RNase A/T1 technique, the full-length products sug-
gest that the gene variants in the clusters are ex-
pressed in Arabidopsis leaf+ To demonstrate that snoR4
was a nucleolar RNA, in situ hybridization was carried
out on root tip preparations of Arabidopsis seedlings+
Antisense probes to snoR4, U31, U33, and U51 la-
beled the nucleolus showing that the snoRNAs were
located and accumulated in the nucleolus (results not
shown)+

Mapping of 2 9-O-ribose methylation
sites in plant rRNAs

Higher eukaryotic rRNAs contain around 100 sites of
29-O-ribose methylation+ To begin to identify such sites

FIGURE 2. Complementary regions of cloned snoRNA
genes to plant 18S and 25S rRNAs+ A: Potential base-
pairing interactions between complementary regions
of isolated box C/D snoRNAs and Arabidopsis (At) 18S
and 25S rRNAs are compared to the equivalent inter-
actions between human snoRNAs and rRNAs (Kiss-
László et al+, 1996, Nicoloso et al+, 1996)+ The putative
sites of plant rRNA ribose methylation and known sites
of human rRNA methylation (Maden, 1990) are marked
with an m, and D or D9 boxes are indicated+ B: Potential
base-pairing interactions of the box H/ACA gene, snoR5,
with Arabidopsis 18S rRNA are compared to that of
yeast snR31+ The pseudouridylated bases in the rRNA
are shown (C)+ Numbering of human and yeast rRNAs
is from GenBank accession number U13369 and Sa-
marsky and Fournier (1999), respectively+

FIGURE 3. Putative base-pairing interaction of snoR4 with 5+8S rRNA+
A:A 14-bp complementary region of snoR4 can base pair with the 39
end of 5+8S rRNA, which is known to be unmethylated+ The 39 end of
mature 5+8S rRNA is indicated by /+ An extended sequence of the 39
region of 5+8S rRNA can also base pair with the 59 end region of 25S
rRNA to form the ITS2-5+8S proximal stem (Peculis & Greer, 1998)+
B: Partial predicted secondary structure of 25S and 5+8S rRNA of
Arabidopsis showing the base-pairing interactions found in pre-rRNA
processing and ribosomes+ The ITS2-5+8S proximal stem is boxed+
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in plant rRNAs, a range of rRNA primers were used in
primer extension analyses with total leaf RNA from both
Arabidopsis and maize+ Mapping was carried out in
both species in parallel to give greater confidence to
the mapped sites+ At lower concentrations of dNTPs,
reverse transcription pauses at the nucleotide before
the ribose methylation site, giving rise to one or more
intense bands (Maden et al+, 1995; Kiss-László et al+,
1996)+ Examples of mapping gels are shown in Fig-
ure 5 that map the novel 5+8S rRNA site,Am 47 (Fig+ 5A),
and three 25S sites (Am 2311,Am 2316, and Cm 2327;
Fig+ 5B)+ In total, 42 putative 29-O-ribose methylation
sites have been mapped (Table 1)+ Of these sites, 15
correspond to methylation sites conserved in both ver-
tebrates and yeast, 15 to sites found in vertebrates
only, 4 to sites in yeast only, and 8 novel to plant rRNAs
(Table 1)+ Although the mapping program was limited
and did not cover all regions of the plant rRNAs, it is
clear that many methylation sites are conserved with
those of vertebrates and yeast, and that plant rRNAs
contain a number of novel sites+

Identification of snoRNA gene clusters and
genes in the Arabidopsis genome sequence

Using a combination of computer-assisted searches,
40 further snoRNA gene clusters of two to four genes
were identified (Fig+ 6)+ Of the 43 gene clusters de-
scribed here, 10 are common to those reported recently

by Qu et al+ (2001) with minor differences in gene iden-
tification+ The 136 genes in the 43 clusters presented
here represent 71 different snoRNA genes, of which 31
are genes novel to plants+ Taken with the findings of Qu
et al+ (2001) and Barneche et al+ (2000), a total of 72 dif-
ferent Arabidopsis snoRNA genes have been identified+
Of these, snoR2 and snoR5 are box H/ACA snoRNAs
related to yeast snR31 and snR34+ Clearly, snoRNA
gene clusters are dispersed across all chromosomes of
the Arabidopsis genome, and one of the key features is
the number of duplicated genes and gene clusters+ Du-
plication of single genes has given rise to homogeneous
clusters containing only variants of the same gene
(Figs+ 1A, 6A,C,H,N,R,U)+ In 12 cases, there are two or
three related heterogeneous clusters at different sites in
the genome (Fig+ 6B,D,F,G,I,J,L,M,O,Q,U,W)+Where het-
erogeneous gene clusters are present at more than one
chromosomal location, there is conservation of gene or-
der and sometimes gene number (Figs+ 1B, 6B,I,L,O)+
However, in other cases, at one location, there has been
duplication of one of the genes (Fig+ 6D,G,Q), whereas
in others, one site contains an additional different
snoRNA gene (Fig+ 6F,J)+ In addition, one intronic
snoRNA, in an intron of a putative RNA-binding protein
gene, and 10 single snoRNA genes were identified
(Fig+ 6X and Fig+ 6V,Y, respectively)+

Due to the number of Arabidopsis snoRNA genes
with similarity to vertebrate and yeast genes, the
Arabidopsis snoRNAs were named to maximize rela-
tionships using the following criteria+ When the com-

FIGURE 4. Expression of cloned box C/D snoRNAs+ RNase A/T1
protection mapping of total Arabidopsis leaf RNA with [32P]-labeled
antisense probes to U31a, snoR4a, U33a, and U51a+ A, C, G, and T:
DNA sequencing size markers+

FIGURE 5. Mapping of 29-O-ribose methylation sites+ Primer exten-
sion analysis of Arabidopsis leaf RNA with end-labeled primers to
regions of 5+8S (A) and 25S rRNAs (B) in decreasing concentrations
of dNTPs+ The methylated sites in rRNA corresponding to the bands
with increasing intensity are indicated+
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TABLE 1 + Predicted and mapped methylation sites in Arabidopsis rRNAs: Plant, human and yeast snoRNA orthologs+

Predicted
sites

Mapped
sites

Human
sites

Yeast
sites

Plant
snoRNA

Human
snoRNA

Yeast
snoRNA

Conservation
of sites

5+8S
Am47 Am47 — — AtsnoR9(Z41a/b) — — P
Gm79 Gm79 Gm75 — AtsnoR39BY(Z37) Nd — PH

18S
Am28 Am27 Am28 AtU27 (Z4) U27 SnR74 PHY
Am162 Am166 — AtsnoR18 U44 — PH
Gm390 Gm436 — AtsnoR30 Nd — PH
Cm416 Cm462 Cm414 AtU14 U14 U14 PHY
Am438 Am438 Am484 — AtU16/AtsnoR15 U16 — PH
Am466 Am466 Am512 — AtsnoR17 Nd — PH
Cm471 Cm471 Cm517 — AtU56 U56 — PH
Am543 Am590 Am541 AtsnoR41Y Nd SnR41 PHY
Um580 Um627 Um578 AtsnoR77Y Nd SnR77 PHY
Gm597 Gm644 — AtU54 U54 — PH
Um613 — — AtsnoR13 — — P
Am621 Am668 Am619 AtU36a U36a SnR47 PHY
Cm795 — — AtsnoR25 — — P
Am799 Am799 — Am796 AtsnoR53Y — SnR53 PY
Am975 Am975 Am1031 Am975 AtU59 U59 SnR54 PHY
Um1010 — — AtsnoR20+1(Z45) — — P
Cm1011 — — AtsnoR20+2 (Z46) — — P
Um1104 — — AtsnoR35 — — P
Um1232 Um1288 — AtsnoR14 Nd — PH
Um1261 — — AtsnoR8 — — P
Um1263 — — AtsnoR32 (Z43) — — P
Um1270 Um1270 Um1326 Um1267 AtU33/AtsnoR34 U33 SnR55 PHY
Gm1272 Gm1272 Gm1328 Gm1269 AtsnoR21 U32 SnR40 PHY
Um1381 Um1442 — AtU61 U61 — PH
Gm1431 Gm1490 Gm1427 AtsnoR19 (U25a/b) U25 SnR56 PHY
Um1445 — — AtsnoR19 (U25a/b) — — P
Am1575 — — AtsnR8 — — P
Cm1641 Cm1705 Cm1638 AtU43 U43 SnR70 PHY
Am1662 — — AtsnoR11 — — P
Am1754 — — AtsnoR23 — — P

25S
Um36 — — AtsnoR16+2 — — P
Um48 — — AtsnoR16 — — P
Am660 Am1313 Am647 AtU18 U18 U18 PHY
Cm674 Cm1327 Cm661 AtsnoR58Y Nd SnR58 PHY
Gm812 Gm812 Gm1509 Gm803 AtsnoR39BY (Z37) Nd SnR39B PHY
Am814 Am814 Am1511 Am805 AtU51 U51/U32a SnR39/59 PHY
Am824 Am1521 Am815 AtU80 (Z15) U80/U77 SnR60 PHY
Am883 — Am874 AtsnoR72Y (Z2a-d) — SnR72 PY
Um915 Gm1612 Gm906 AtU80 (Z15) U80 SnR60 PHY
Am943 — — AtsnoR12 — — P
Um1064 — — AtsnoR41Y — — P
Am1140 Am1858 Am1131 AtU38 U38ab SnR61 PHY
Am1260 — — AtsnoR22 — — P
Um1275 — — AtsnoR22 — — P
Am1372 — — AtsnoR7 — — P
Cm1439 Cm1439 Cm2338 Cm1435 AtU24 U24 U24 PHY
Um1445 — — AtsnoR19 — — P
Am1451 Am1451 Am2350 Am1447 AtU24 U76 U24 PHY

Gm1452 Gm2351 Gm1448 AtU24 Nd U24 PY
Cm1510 Cm2409 — AtU49 U49 — PH
Um1634 — — Nd — — P
Cm1840 — — Z42 — — P

Gm1845 Gm1845 — — AtU59 — — P
Cm1850 Cm1850 Cm2791 — AtU55/AtsnoR15 U55/U39 — PH
Am1861 Am1861 Am2802 — AtsnoR33 Nd — PH
Um1882 Um1882 Um2824 Um1886 AtU34 U34 SnR62 PHY

Um1918 — — Nd — — P
(continued)
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plementary region(s) of an identified gene corresponded
to that of a vertebrate or vertebrate/yeast snoRNA, the
plant snoRNA was given the vertebrate name (e+g+,
U14, U34, etc+)+ If the complementary sequence cor-
responded only to that of a yeast snoRNA, then it is
given the yeast number followed by “Y” (e+g+, snoR77Y)+
Novel plant genes were named following the nomen-
clature for the maize snoRNA genes, snoR1, snoR2,
and snoR3 (Leader et al+, 1997), such that the novel
genes presented here are called snoR4–snoR35+ The
majority of cases fell into these categories+ For a small
number of genes, when a plant gene contained two
guide sequences found separated in different single
genes in human or yeast, the gene was considered
novel+ Similarly, if a plant gene contained a single guide
sequence where the corresponding vertebrate gene
contained two, the plant gene was given a plant snoRNA

name (e+g+, snoR21)+ When a plant gene contained
two guide sequences, one of which corresponded to a
vertebrate/yeast guide sequence and the other was
unique to plants, the plant gene was given the
vertebrate/yeast name (e+g+, U36a, U59)+ When more
than one gene variant was found at the same locus, the
genes were given the suffix a, b, c, and so forth, and
when at different loci, they were given the suffix +1, +2,
and so forth, or combinations thereof (Fig+ 6)+

The most extensive sequence variation (base sub-
stitutions, deletions, and insertions) among gene vari-
ants was found internally within the genes, as evidenced
by the variation in gene lengths (Figs+ 1 and 6)+ How-
ever, some sequence differences among variants were
found in the highly conserved complementary se-
quences and box C, D, C9, and D9 sequences (Fig+ 6A–
D,G,J,L,O) and in the less conserved terminal stems+

TABLE 1 + Continued+

Predicted
sites

Mapped
sites

Human
sites

Yeast
sites

Plant
snoRNA

Human
snoRNA

Yeast
snoRNA

Conservation
of sites

25S (continued)
Am2116 — — AtsnoR12 (Z44a/b) — — P
Am2204 Am2204 Am3697 — AtU37 U37 — PH
Am2210 Am2210 Am3703 Am2218 AtU36a U36 SnR47 PHY
Gm2226 — — AtU36a — — P
Am2271 Am2271 Am3764 Am2279 AtU15 U15 SnR13 PHY
Gm2278 Gm2278 — Gm2286 AtU15 — SnR75 PY
Am2311 Am2311 Am3804 — AtU30 U30 — PH
Am2316 Am2316 Am3809 — AtU79 U79 — PH
Cm2327 Cm2327 Cm3820 Cm2335 AtU79 U74 SnR64 PHY
Am2355 Am3848 — AtU53 U53 — PH
Gm2404 — — AtsnoR29 P
Um2411 Um3904 Um2414 AtU52 U52 SnR78 PHY
Um2445 — — AtsnoR16+1 — — P
Gm2610 Gm2610 Gm4166 Gm2616 AtU31/AtsnoR35 U31 SnR67 PHY
Am2631 Am2631 — Am2637 AtsnoR68Y — SnR68 PY
Um2641 Um2641 Um4197 — AtsnoR10 (Z27a/b) Nd — PH

Gm2642 Gm4198 — Nd U58 — PH
Gm2781 Gm2781 — Gm2788 AtsnoR1 — SnR48 PY

Gm2783 Gm4340 Gm2790 Nd U60 SnR48 PHY
Gm2805 — Gm2812 AtsnoR38Y (snR38) — SnR38 PY
Cm2826 Cm2826 — — AtsnoR24 — — P

Cm2847 — — Nd — — P
Cm2856 Cm4413 — Nd Nd — PH

Cm2869 Cm2869 Cm4426 — AtU49/ZmU49 U49 — PH
Am2901 — — AtsnoR31 — — P
Um2906 — — AtsnoR31 — — P
Gm2907 Gm4464 — AtsnoR34 Nd — PH
Am2924 — — AtsnoR18 — — P
Am2936 Am4493 Am2943 AtU29 U29 SnR71 PHY
Cm2938 — Cm2945 AtsnoR69Y — SnR69 PY

Gm2942 — — Nd — — P
Um2943 Um4500 — Nd Nd — PH

Cm2949 Cm2949 Cm4506 Cm2956 AtU35 U35 SnR73 PHY
Um3289 — — AtsnoR13 — — P

Nd: methylation site but no snoRNA identified; —: no human/yeast site and no known human/yeast snoRNA+
Numbering of Arabidopsis, human and yeast rRNAs are based on Genbank accessions X16077 and X52320, U13369 (see Kiss-László

et al+, 1996), and the snoRNA database for S. cerevisiae methyl guide snoRNAs
(http://ma+wustl+edu/eddy/snoRNAdb/Sc/Sc-snos-bysno+html)+ Zm: Zea mays (maize)+ P: plant, H: human, Y: yeast+ Names of genes

identified by Qu et al+ (2001) are given in parentheses+
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FIGURE 6. Arabidopsis gene clusters identified by computer assisted searches+ Schematic diagrams of gene clusters
giving intergenic distances and the sizes of the predicted snoRNAs with and without terminal stems, are accompanied by
the chromosomal location and GenBank accession numbers of BAC clones+ The accession number of snoRNA genes from
Qu et al+ (2001) are indicated+ The complementary regions and predicted methylation sites are shown with sequence
variation among variants in D or D9 boxes or complementary regions labeled+ Asterisks mark conserved U-U mismatches
in plant snoR1 genes, and plant and human U49 genes, x indicates other mismatches in complementary regions+ Pseudo-
uridines and a 3-methyl uridine (m3) at mismatch sites are shown+ A–W: gene clusters; X: putative intronic snoRNA gene;
V and Y: single genes+ (Figure continues on facing page.)
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Where changes occurred in the complementary se-
quences, internal changes often produced G:U or G:C
base pairs, or led to loss or gain of base pairing at
either end of the complementary region+ It is unlikely

that these changes would affect the function of these
guide snoRNAs in base pairing with specific rRNAs
sequences+ However, in the snoR20 variants (Fig+ 6O),
sequence changes between the box D sequence and

FIGURE 6. Continued.
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complementary regions cause the snoRNAs to guide
methylation at adjacent sites (18S: Um1010 and
Cm1011), mapped by Qu et al+ (2001)+ Clear differ-
ences in the degree of sequence variation among dif-
ferent genes was also observed+ Some were extremely
similar (e+g+,U14 and snoR72Y) whereas in others there
were substantial differences (e+g+, U49)+ Accumulation
of sequence changes or rearrangements can lead to
loss of function and eventually gene loss+ Two clusters
contained gene fragments or pseudogenes of snoR72Y
and U27 (Fig+ 6I,M,W)+ For example, the pseudogene
snoR72Y.3 contained only the 59 half of the terminal
stem, box C, and 15–17 bp of gene sequence+ Clearly,
gene duplication and loss have occurred, but there is
also evidence of gain or loss of functional sequences
such as rRNA complementary sequences+ For exam-
ple, U33 contains a guide sequence that corresponds
to vertebrate U33 (Fig+ 2A), but there is also a single
gene, snoR34, that contains two guide sequences, in-
cluding the U33 sequence (Fig+ 6Y)+ Similarly, the two
variants of snoR16 contain a common guide sequence
(25S: Um48), but each also contains a different guide
sequence (Fig+ 6L)+ Finally, on chromosome 2, there is
a cluster of four genes including U55 and U16, each
with a single guide sequence (Figs+ 6K and 7), but on
chromosome 1 there is a pair of genes, one of which,
snoR15, contained the guide sequences of both U16
and U55 in the same gene (Figs+ 6Y and 7)+ The clus-
ters are related by the presence of snoR14, and align-
ment of the U16 with snoR15 gene sequences shows

that the terminal repeats and U16 complementary re-
gions are conserved, whereas alignment of U55 with
snoR15 shows the 39 two-thirds of the genes to be very
closely related+ In addition, U55 contains an internal
sequence that is virtually identical to the U16 comple-
mentary region—the sequence has a D9 box and 8 of
11 bases matching the U16 complementary region
(Fig+ 7B)+ Due to this feature, one hypothesis is that
snoR15 was originally a duplicated pair of U55 and
U16, and that an intact U16 complementary region was
generated by accumulation of the three nucleotide mu-
tations in the “cryptic” U16 complementary region
(Fig+ 7B), and the second gene was lost+ Alternatively,
the U16 and U55 genes may have been originally de-
rived from a single snoR15 ancestor that was dupli-
cated locally, with each duplicated gene losing one of
the complementary regions due loss of selective
pressure+

DISCUSSION

To examine the gene organization of plant snoRNA
genes and their function, we have isolated and identi-
fied 136 box C/D snoRNA genes and have carried out
an initial characterization of 29-O-ribose methylation
sites in Arabidopsis and maize rRNAs+ Until now, few
plant snoRNA genes have been characterized, but with
the determination of the Arabidopsis genome sequence
(The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000), it has been
possible to identify putative snoRNA genes through
computer-assisted searches+ The identification of 43
gene clusters in Arabidopsis is consistent with our ear-
lier finding of maize gene clusters consisting of multi-
ple, different snoRNA genes+ Taken with the recent
report of 10 gene clusters from Arabidopsis (Qu et al+,
2001), it is clear that plant snoRNA gene organization
differs from that of yeast and vertebrates in that poly-
cistronic genes are the most prevalent type of organi-
zation+ In addition, mapping of 42 putative methylation
sites demonstrates that there is conservation of many
methylation sites and their respective guide sequences,
but also novel, plant-specific methylation sites and
snoRNA genes+ Furthermore, this detailed examination
of snoRNA gene and gene cluster structure provides a
great deal of information on snoRNA gene evolution
and mechanisms involved+

The majority of Arabidopsis snoRNA genes
have polycistronic organization

Most plant snoRNA genes are found in polycistronic
clusters+ Our previous work with potato and maize
snoRNA genes (Leader et al+, 1994, 1997) and that of
Qu et al+ (2001) with one of the Arabidopsis clusters
demonstrated the presence of polycistronic pre-snoRNA
transcripts+ In addition, pre-snoRNAs were detected
in nucleoli and Cajal bodies, suggesting a role for the

FIGURE 7. U55/U16 snoRNA gene arrangements+ A: Schematic rep-
resentation of the U55 and U16 gene pair, and the snoR15 gene
containing complementary regions of U55 and U16+ B: Sequence
alignments of U55, snoR15, and U16+ Boxes C and D are boxed+ The
U55 complementary regions adjacent to box D are underlined+ Box
D9, the U16 complementary regions in U16 and snoR15, and a “cryp-
tic” U16 complementary sequence are boxed+ Arrows indicate the
three mismatches in this sequence in U55+ Asterisks indicate se-
quence identity between U55 and snoR15 (above alignment) and
snoR15 and U16 (below alignment)+
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latter in transport or processing (Shaw et al+, 1998)+
Thus, it is highly likely that each of the Arabidopsis
gene clusters identified here is transcribed from an up-
stream promoter as a polycistronic pre-snoRNA, from
which individual snoRNAs are processed (Leader et al+,
1997, 1998, 1999; Chanfreau et al+, 1998b; Qu et al+,
1999)+ Some evidence for polycistronic transcription of
the Arabidopsis clusters comes from rare EST se-
quences that contain portions of snoRNAs+ In particu-
lar, ESTs covered the 39 half of U51, the intergenic
region and snoR5 (AV544620), and U31, snoR4, U33,
and part of U51 (AV552970)+Although such sequences
are likely to be artefacts of cDNA cloning, they suggest
that the snoRNA genes are transcribed together as a
polycistronic transcript+

One of the key questions in snoRNA gene organiza-
tion is why the majority of plant snoRNA genes are
found in polycistronic clusters with very few intronic
genes, whereas vertebrates contain no polycistronic
snoRNAs and the majority of genes are intronic+ In
general terms, polycistronic organization of functionally
related genes in eukaryotes may have evolved for co-
ordinated expression (Lawrence, 1999)+ In vertebrates
and yeast, this has been achieved by some snoRNA
genes being located in introns of genes encoding
proteins involved in ribosome assembly or nucleolus
formation, and by others within multiple introns of non-
protein coding host genes (Tycowski et al+, 1996;Bortolin
& Kiss, 1998; Pelczar & Filipowicz, 1998; Smith & Steitz,
1998)+ However, in vertebrates and yeast, there is only
a single snoRNA gene within any given intron, and they
are usually processed from pre-mRNAs in a splicing-
dependent manner (Kiss & Filipowicz, 1995;Maxwell &
Fournier, 1995)+ In plants, the two snoRNAs in introns
of fibrillarin genes (Barneche et al+, 2000) and the in-
tronic U56 predicted here have this organization+ How-
ever, the rice U51-containing gene clusters are both
found in the single intron of the rice hsp70 gene (Fig+ 1C)+
This situation is fundamentally different from that of
most vertebrate and yeast intron-encoded snoRNAs,
where processing usually depends on exonucleolytic
processing from linearized intron lariats (Kiss & Fili-
powicz, 1995; Bortolin et al+, 1998)+ However, we have
shown previously that both box C/D (U14 ) and box
H/ACA (snoR2) single and polycistronic snoRNAs can
be processed from both nonintronic or intronic tran-
scripts and therefore that processing in plants is splic-
ing independent (Leader et al+, 1997, 1999)+ It is likely,
therefore, that the single intronic snoRNAs and the clus-
tered snoRNAs in the rice hsp70 intron can be pro-
cessed from either the pre-mRNA or from the spliced
intron, and probably from both+ Clearly, endonucleolytic
cleavage of the pre-mRNA for snoRNA production would
be mutually exclusive with mRNA production+ Cur-
rently, there is no information on the relative efficien-
cies of the pathways or any advantage that one may
have over the other+ However, the splicing state of

the cell may regulate the degree to which each path-
way is utilized+ The lack of dependency on splicing
means that, under reduced splicing conditions (e+g+,
during heat shock when splicing activity is rapidly re-
duced and the distribution of splicing components
among subnuclear structures is drastically altered;
Beven et al+, 1995), snoRNAs could still be produced
from polycistronic or even unspliced transcripts+ Thus,
splicing-independent production of plant snoRNAs may
have evolved to allow normal ribosome production
under extreme conditions that could adversely affect
the splicing competency of cells+ Therefore, the key
difference in snoRNA gene organization between plants
and yeast/vertebrates may reflect the large variations
in environmental conditions that plants generally have
to tolerate+

29-O-ribose methylation of plant rRNAs

Together with the 42 methylation sites mapped here,
and those mapped by Qu et al+ (2001) and Barneche
et al+ (2000), a total of 54 ribose methylation sites have
now been mapped in Arabidopsis, of which 12 are novel
to plant rRNAs+ Prior to the mapping of these sites,
ribose methylation in plant rRNAs has been analyzed
biochemically+ 29-O-ribose methylation protects the
phosphodiester bond from alkali hydrolysis and analy-
sis of the composition of alkaline-resistant di- and tri-
nucleotides showed differences between plants and
other organisms+ For example, yeast 5+8S is not methyl-
ated whereas human 5+8S is methylated in two posi-
tions (Um 14 and Gm 75; Maden, 1990)+ Wheat 5+8S
rRNA contains two alkali-resistant dinucleotides, AmA
and GmG, pointing to two methylation sites, the first of
which is clearly different from human 5+8S (Lau et al+,
1974)+ Both the novel site in plant 5+8S rRNA (Am 47)
and the conserved site (Gm 79) have been mapped
and cognate snoRNAs identified here and by Qu et al+
(2001)+ A more notable difference in methylation pat-
tern between plants and other organisms was the
number of sites in plant 25S rRNA where adjacent nu-
cleotides are methylated+ Wheat 25S rRNA contained
eight alkali-resistant trinucleotides pointing to eight po-
sitions where adjacent nucleotides are ribose methyl-
ated,NmNmN (Lane, 1965; Lau et al+, 1974)+ In contrast,
human 28S rRNA has two sites where two adjacent
nucleotides are methylated and one site where three
adjacent nucleotides are methylated+ Yeast 25S rRNA
has four sites where two adjacent nucleotides are
methylated, of which two correspond to those of hu-
man 28S rRNA (Maden, 1990; Lowe & Eddy, 1999;
Samarsky & Fournier, 1999)+ Mapping of methylation
sites here identified three possible double methylation
sites matching the sequences of those identified bio-
chemically: Am1451/Gm1452/C, Um2641/Gm2642/U
(UmGmU), and Gm2942/Um2943/U (GmUmU)+
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Different mechanisms may be involved in the methyl-
ation of adjacent nucleotides+ First, each methylation
site may require a different snoRNA complementary
region+ For example, snoR10 in plants and U58 in hu-
man are predicted to guide methylation of Um and Gm
respectively in the UmGmU sequence+ If plants have
a U58 and human an snoR10 equivalent, then the
UmGmU sites may be determined by two snoRNAs+
Second, there is evidence from yeast that single
snoRNAs may be responsible for methylation of adja-
cent nucleotides+ Depletion of U24 and snR13 in yeast
each resulted in the loss of a double methylation site:
Am1448 and Gm1449 (Kiss-László et al+, 1996) and
Am2278 and Gm2279 (Lowe & Eddy, 1999), suggest-
ing that these snoRNAs determine methylation of both
sites+ Third, the AmGm double methylation in yeast and
plants corresponds to part of the triple methylation site
in vertebrate 28S rRNA (AmGmCm)+ In human, U76
and U24 are predicted to guide methylation of the A
and C respectively (Kiss-László et al+, 1996; Smith &
Steitz, 1998), such that either U76 or U24 could deter-
mine methylation of the G nucleotide+Alternatively, this
unique triple methylation site has been shown previ-
ously to be methylated in vitro by a methyltransferase
(Eichler & Craig, 1995)+ Similarly, whereas the majority
of ribose methylations occur on the pre-rRNA tran-
script, the G residue of the conserved UmGmC site is
methylated later in processing (Maden, 1990)+ Thus, in
a small number of cases, methylation may occur by
alternative processes other than by guide boxC/D
snoRNAs+ Identification of all plant box C/D snoRNAs
and methylation sites will be required to examine the
processes by which the increased number of adjacent
nucleotide modifications found in plant 25S rRNA are
produced+

Novel plant snoRNAs

The majority of box C/D snoRNAs are involved in guid-
ing 29-O-ribose methylation of rRNAs, and are also
thought to have a general function as RNA chaperones
in regulating folding of rRNAs (Weinstein & Steitz, 1999)+
SnoR4 is a box C/D snoRNA containing a sequence
complementary to the 39 end of 5+8S rRNA, which pre-
dicts methylation at position Gm 155+ However, it is
known from early biochemical work that this site is not
methylated (see above), suggesting that snoR4 may
have another function+ The base-pairing interaction be-
tween snoR4 and 5+8S rRNA overlaps the region that
base pairs with 25S rRNA in the ribosome that forms
the ITS2-proximal stem that is essential in processing
of pre-rRNAs (Peculis & Greer, 1998; Côté & Peculis,
2001)+ In yeast, where the pathways of pre-rRNA pro-
cessing are best studied, 5+8S and 26S rRNAs are
processed first by cleavage in ITS2, and the 39 end of
5+8S rRNA is formed by 39 to 59 exonucleolytic pro-
cessing in two stages (Venema & Tollervey, 1999)+

It is therefore possible that snoR4 acts as an RNA
chaperone and regulates the timing of formation of the
5+8S/25S base-pairing interaction during pre-rRNA pro-
cessing+ Alternatively, in vertebrates, U8 snoRNA may
base pair with the 5+8S/ITS2 junction, possibly forming
a substrate for cleavage or acting as an RNA chaper-
one for correct folding of pre-rRNA (Michot et al+, 1999)+
Yeast does not contain U8 and, to date, a plant U8 has
not been identified, raising the possibility that snoR4
has taken over some of the functions of U8+

Besides snoR4, there are 30 other plant-specific
snoRNA genes+Of these, snoR6, snoR26, snoR27, and
snoR28 do not appear to have complementarity to
rRNAs, snRNAs, or tRNAs+ However, for snoR6 and
snoR28, where sequence alignments of variants are
possible, there are conserved regions with adjacent
D or D9 boxes that could act as complementary se-
quences+ Of the other novel genes, two have comple-
mentary regions found in other genes (e+g+, snoR15
and U16/U55; snoR16 and U33),whereas the rest guide
novel methylation sites in the conserved core regions
of rRNAs, as is the case in other organisms (Maden,
1990), with the exception of Um3289 in a noncon-
served region of 25S rRNA+

Duplication and sequence variation
of Arabidopsis snoRNA genes

Numerous single gene duplications have occurred in
either homogeneous clusters where two to four copies
of the same gene exist as a cluster, or in heteroge-
neous clusters where a single gene within a pair or
more of different genes has been duplicated (Fig+ 6)+ In
addition, there are duplications of gene pairs (Fig+ 6E,P),
and one gene clusters of five genes giving two clusters
8 kb apart (Fig+ 1B)+ For such duplicated clusters to be
expressed, either the promoter region must be dupli-
cated along with the structural genes, or possibly both
are transcribed from the same promoter as an ex-
tended polycistronic pre-snoRNA+ Currently, we have
no information on the nature of the promoters driving
expression of snoRNA gene clusters or of termination
signals, so it is not possible to predict how the dupli-
cated clusters are expressed+As well as relatively closely
linked cluster duplications, there are examples where
duplicated clusters are found in very different regions
of the same chromosome or on different chromosomes+
The interchromosomal locations and the long range
intrachromosomal locations of duplicated gene clus-
ters may have their origin in early polyploidization events
and subsequent chromosomal rearrangements in Ara-
bidopsis (Vision et al+, 2000, and see below)+

At the level of gene sequences, different variants
exhibit different degrees of sequence variation, pre-
sumably reflecting the age of the duplication events
and subsequent accumulation of mutations+ Whereas
in a number of cases gene variants are virtually iden-
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tical, suggesting that local duplications have occurred
relatively recently, many others show numerous se-
quence changes and small insertions and deletions+
Although limited sequence variation is seen in con-
served sequences (e+g+, boxes C, D9, and D, and com-
plementary sequences), the degree of variation in the
rest of the molecule is far more extensive+ This is con-
sistent with internal sequences (excluding box D9 and
associated complementary regions), being nonfunc-
tional such that snoRNAs with large internal deletions
are still able to form stable snoRNAs (Watkins et al+,
1996; Leader et al+, 1998)+ In some cases, mutation
has led to loss of conserved sequences or gene frag-
ments giving rise to pseudogenes or nonfunctional
genes, which ultimately could lead to loss of the entire
gene+ For example, the pseudogenes of snoR77Y,U79,
and U27 may represent intermediates in gene loss,
whereas snoR9-11 or snoR14/U18/U54/snoR58Y may
be examples where genes (snoR11 and U54 ) have
been completely lost from one cluster+ On the other
hand, mutations may alter rRNA complementary re-
gions to produce novel sequences that could be se-
lected, leading to establishment of novel methylation
sites+ For example, the two variants of snoR20 appear
to guide methylation of adjacent sites+ In the snoR68Y
cluster (Fig+ 6S), two pairs of genes each guide methyl-
ation of sites lying 2 and 4 nt apart, suggesting that
they have arisen through duplication and mutation+ Fi-
nally, significant sequence deletions or insertions could
increase the possibility of generating a novel box D or
D9 and complementary region+ For example, U49.3 is
around 100 nt shorter than U49.1 and U49.2, due to a
central deletion+ Such gene reductions or expansion
events could give rise to new combinations of se-
quence adjacent to box D or D9 sequences ultimately
producing different snoRNAs guiding methylation of
the same site (e+g+, U55, U16, and snoR15; U33 and
snoR34 )+

The degree of sequence variation seen among the
snoRNA gene variants reflects the fact that snoRNA
genes are nonprotein coding, and so do not have the
constraints of maintaining open reading frames, and
that their function may be nonessential+ In yeast snoRNA
knockouts, none of methylation guide functions tested
to date have been shown to be essential (Lowe & Eddy,
1999)+ Taken with the high degree of gene duplication
and thereby gene redundancy, and against a back-
ground of no or low selection pressure, they are likely
to be able to accumulate numerous mutations and to
be evolving more rapidly than protein-coding genes+
Thus, plant snoRNA genes may provide a useful model
for analyzing gene evolution mechanisms+

SnoRNA gene evolution

The evolution of snoRNAs in Archae, yeast, and ver-
tebrates is thought to have occurred through repeated

series of duplication, mutation, and selection for their
ability to associate into stable snoRNPs and to influ-
ence ribosome assembly and function (Lafontaine &
Tollervey, 1998)+ Extensive analyses of snoRNAs in
Archae suggest that these organisms already con-
tained multiple snoRNA genes prior to the divergence
of Archae from eukaryotes (Gaspin et al+, 2000; Omer
et al+, 2000)+ Higher eukaryotic box C/D snoRNA genes
can therefore be viewed as a large multigene family
encoding small RNAs with related structure and func-
tion, which have evolved from a set of related ancestral
genes+ The key differences between plants and other
higher eukaryotes are, first, the high occurrence of poly-
cistronic clusters of genes, and, second, the number of
gene and gene cluster duplications (Leader et al+, 1997;
Qu et al+, 2001; this study)+

Duplicated genes and multigene families are a fea-
ture of protein-coding genes in plants+ In Arabidopsis,
65% of genes exist in more than one copy and 17% are
arranged in tandem arrays (The Arabidopsis Genome
Initiative, 2000)+ Much of the gene duplication in plants
is explained by polyploidization, which is a major force
in plant evolution with around 70% of species esti-
mated to have undergone hybridization events at some
stage (Wendel, 2000)+ The Arabidopsis genome con-
tains large duplicated regions reflecting a number of
major duplication events, including polyploidization, at
different times in its evolutionary history (Blanc et al+,
2000; Ku et al+, 2000; Vision et al+, 2000)+ Further re-
arrangements through chromosomal inversions and re-
ciprocal translocations, and extensive gene loss have
also occurred (Ku et al+, 2000; Vision et al+, 2000)+ One
consequence of gene duplication is gene redundancy,
such that mutations in or loss of one copy of the gene
can be tolerated, or more rarely, give rise to novel gene
functions+ On the other hand, some mutations, such as
promoter region mutations, could generate tissue spec-
ificity or altered transcript levels of different alleles that
might be advantageous+ Indeed, a model to explain the
preservation and maintenance of duplicated genes (the
DDC or duplication/divergence/complementary model),
suggests that in many cases, following gene duplica-
tion, genes can diverge such that they each take on
subfunctions of the original gene+ Thus, they become
complementary, providing the selection for fixing the
duplicated versions in the genome (Force et al+, 1999;
Lynch & Force, 2000)+ Such subfunctions could be ex-
pression in different cells and tissues now shared by
the duplicated genes+ In the absence of allele-specific
expression analysis, it is currently not possible to de-
termine the functional redundancy or otherwise of the
snoRNA gene clusters+

The organization of related gene clusters in different
species show variation in gene number, order, and or-
ganization, suggesting that plant snoRNA genes have
undergone substantial reorganization and transposi-
tion during the evolution of different plant species+ For
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example, U33, U51, and snoR5 in the Arabidopsis clus-
ters (Fig+ 1B) correspond to genes C, D, and F in rice
(Fig+ 1C)+ However, in Arabidopsis, there are two more
genes upstream (U31 and snoR4 ) that are absent in
the rice sequences, and the rice genes are intronic
whereas those in Arabidopsis are not+ This suggests
that the initial gene order was established before the
divergence of dicotyledonous and monocotyledonous
plants+ In maize, snoR1, U49, snoR2, U14, and snoR3
are linked in clusters (Leader et al+, 1997), but in Ara-
bidopsis, snoR1, U49, and U14 are unlinked+ A com-
plete characterization of snoRNA gene organization in
Arabidopsis and other angiosperms (such as rice), and
of lower plants will greatly enhance the understanding
of how and when plants evolved polycistronic snoRNA
gene organization, and how this differs within the plant
kingdom+

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Isolation of genomic clones

The U14 probe was a 450-bp EcoRI/HindIII fragment con-
taining the potato U14.1 gene (Leader et al+, 1994)+ Rice U33
and U51 homologs are encoded in the first (and only) intron
of the rice heat shock protein 70 cognate (hsc70) gene (Qu
et al+, 1997)+ The U51 probe used to screen the library was a
370-bp fragment generated by PCR with primers OSHSC3
(59-GTTTCGAGGAGAAGTGATGATGTCTTATCC-39) and
OSHSC4 (59-AATGAGTCAGATACCAAATGGC-39), and total
rice leaf DNA+ The PCR products were cloned and sequenced
to confirm the presence of rice U33 and U51, and produced
sequences of two U33/U51-containing fragments, one of which
was identical to the hsc70 intron and one which differed in
five nucleotide positions, suggesting that rice contains at least
two clusters of U33/U51 genes+

An A. thaliana genomic library in lFIX was obtained from
the ABRC Stock Center (Ohio, USA; Stock No+ CD4-8; do-
nated to ABRC by D+ Voytas)+ The library was screened with
the U14 and U51 probes using standard procedures (Sam-
brook et al+, 1989)+Hybridizing fragments from positive clones
were cloned into pGEM3Zf(1) (Promega) and sequenced+
Sequences were analyzed using programs of the University
of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group and Daresbury
Seqnet+

RNase A/T1 protection mapping

Gene-specific probes for RNase A/T1 protection mapping
were prepared by PCR amplification of the snoRNA coding
sequences and cloning into pGEM3Zf(1)+ Gene fragments
consisting of the coding region and varying lengths of 59 and
39 flanking regions were amplified by PCR using the following
primers:

U31-59: 59-CGTCTCGAGTTTTTGAGGAAAGTGATGA-39;
U31-39: 59-CATAGTCGACGATTTGAGAGAATCAGAC-39;
SnoR4-59: 59-GTTCTCGAGGTTGTGTATGGATATGATG-39;
SnoR4-39: 59-CAGAAAGCTTAGGATCAGAAAATATGGC-39;

U33-59: 59-GTTTAGATCTTTGAAAGGGAGGAATG-39;
U33-39: 59-GGGTGATCAATAAAACAGAGGTCAGATGG-39;
U51-59: 59-ACCCTCGAGTTAGTTGTCTGCAATCAGTG-39;
U51-39: 59-GCGTTCGAAAAACTGCAATCTCAGCCG-39+

Fragments were cloned using introduced restriction sites (un-
derlined sequences) and confirmed by DNA sequencing+Anti-
sense [32P]-labeled RNA probes were produced by in vitro
transcription with SP6 or T7 RNA polymerase following lin-
earization of plasmids with appropriate restriction enzymes+
Gel purified probes were used in RNase A/T1 mapping as
described by Goodall et al+ (1990)+

In situ hybridization

In situ labeling of Arabidopsis root tips was carried out as
described previously (Boudonck et al+, 1998) using gene-
specific transcripts from the plasmids described above+
Labeling of probes with digoxygenin, detection by cy3- or
fluorescein-conjugated antibodies, confocal microscopy, and
image preparation were as described previously (Beven et al+,
1995)+

Mapping of methylation sites rRNA

Mapping of 29-O-ribose methylation was carried out by primer
extension using rRNA-specific primers in three concentra-
tions of dNTPs (0+2, 0+04, and 0+004 mM), based on a method
described previously (Maden et al+, 1995; Kiss-László
et al+, 1996)+ Labeled products were separated on 8%
polyacrylamide-urea gels and autoradiographed+

Computer-assisted identification of putative
box C/D snoRNA genes

The Arabidopsis genomic sequence was searched in three
ways: (1) using the box C/D snoRNA search algorithm (Lowe
& Eddy, 1999), (2) using complementary sequences from
human, yeast, and other plant snoRNAs, and (3) using the
region around putative, mapped methylation sites+ Flanking
sequences of putative snoRNAs were also examined for
other box C/D snoRNAs+ Putative snoRNA genes found
by the box C/D snoRNA search algoritm are posted at
http://rna+wustl+edu/snoRNAdb/Arabidopsis/ and a new Ara-
bidopsis snoRNA database is currently under construction+
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